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ISLAJ.IITC REVIVAL AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

by James Piscatori 

'The Syrian army is as fanatical as the hordes of the 

The Persian Moslems are threa telling trouble. 

There is a dry wind blowing th:i:'Ou€,il the East, and the parched 

grasses wait the spark ••• 1 

1It looks as if Islam had a bigger hand in the thing than 

we thou€,'ht 1 , I said. 

'You are right 1 , he said. 'You must be right. We have 

laughed at the Holy War, the Jehad that old Von der Goltz 

prophesied. But I believe that stupid old man with the big 

spectacles ~,as right. There is a Jehad preparing. The question 

is, How? •1 

Published in 1916, John Buchan 1s words illustrate two common features 

also present in contemporary Western thinking on Islam. First, there is 

the belated discovery of Islam as an important political factor, and, 

second, there is the wrong conclusion drawn from the discovery. Having 

' 

discovered Islam with the mullahs I revolution in Iran, Westerners often 

seem to believe either that it is on the march, inevitably anti-fo:rei= 
I , . -

in impulse and anti-Western in deed, or that it is a natural bulwark 

against the blandishments of godless Communists. 

J 
Most of the current th~nking tu=s on the gensral a.ssUl'.ll!ltion that 

Islam is enjoying a •:revival I or •resurgence 1 • But this aSSUl'.ll!ltion is 
;/ 

misleading in at least fo-q:r ways. First, and basically, it might deceive 

' j 
us into thinking that me:rely because of the economic :realities of our 

j 

age, Muslims are reasse:i:1:ing the 

ness - whether out of ~titude 
,f 

importance of Islam to their conscious

for Allah's munificence or fear that 
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modernization is robbir,g them of their heritage. In fact, Islam has been a 

constant component of the believers' lives, and it would be inaccuxate as 

well as unfair to suggest that only :recently they have :rediscove:red. their 

faith. 

Second, the notion of revival unhelpfully implies that the current 

zeal and visibility of fundamentalists a:re novel phenomena. It is a 

suggestion overlooking that throughout Islamic history there has been a 

legion of activists proclaiming themselves guardians of unadulterated 

orthodoxy. The khwa.ri.j of the seventh century, the Hashimiyya. of the 

eighth century, the Ca=thia.i.1S of the tenth, the followers of Mnbaromacl. 

ibn 1Abd al-Wa.hhab in the eighteenth, the sa.lafi:yya. of the nineteenth, and 

the seemingly omnip:resent Muslim Erotberhood in our cent-,iry testify to the 

persistence of groups claiming that theirs is the voice of pristine Islam. 

Third, the current talk gives the imp:ression that the:re is a unifo:cn 

process of :renaissance throughout the believing world. While it is true 

that fundamentalist pritiques are a constant feature of Islam and while it 

is indisputable that Muslims everywhe:re exude a sense of con.fidence these 

days, it would be wrong of us to conclude that they sha:re one vision of 

Islam's role in the modern world or advance similar p:rescriptions for the 

future. To the contrary, Muslims today evidence no greater consensus on 
I 

the way to reaffirm Islam's :relevance than they have since the traumatic 

days of defeat by Westerners 1'110 we:re technologically superior but seemed 

:religiously deficient. 

Finally, the notion of :ren.'1.scel'.\_t -+~_:_!.41ll _Qa=ies _with it .the implication 

of. 1militant!.,Islam, :rekindling the Crusades and intent on pushing back 

the borders of the dar al-barb. It sets up an •us' against 'them 1 

, 
dichotomy.and makes of a,complex reality a simple clash of civilizations. 

I 
The:re is no cause in dogma or :recent history to suggest that Muslims are 

I 
inevitably anti-Weste= or anti-Christian. I . 
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If the •revival I has a:rry meaning, it is as a shorthand eJqiression for 

the excitement and energy we plainly see among Muslims these days. Daniel 

Pipes thinks .'the evidence suggests that the oil boom is primarily 

responsible for the su;rge in Islamic political activities duxing the 

seventies 1 , 
2 

and it is undeniable that new found wealth must have increased 

the self-confidence of at least soms :Muslims. But it is more likely that 

Muslims generally are reacting to some combination of the dilemma of 

modernization and the imperative of political change. Uncomfortable with 

rapid economic and social changes that threaten to deprive them of their 

cultural moorings, many hold on to the familiar; and, displeased with the 

political status guo, some seek to mobilize by appeal to the most evocative 

symbol. 

If Islam is the rallying cry of those who feel themselves socially 
/ 

dispossessed and politically deprived, its significance and roles vary 

from country to country; Islam, admittedly in a remarkably short tims, has 

become nationalized; it is a kind of green skein3 ~ through the 

' 
national fabrics. Al-Azhar supporting Egypt's socialist revolution and the 

,, Shi I i te-Sunni split casting a pall over Iraq I s stability are but two 

exrun:ples of how Islam directly affects national development. Since Islam 

mixes with particular ethnic, tribal, economic and historical circumstances, 
(,) I 

it is reasonable to conclude that there are now such hybrids as a Pakistani 

Islam, an Egyptian Islam, and 1a Saudi Islam. Given this specificity, it is 

surely wrong to conclude that Muslims are edging towards the concrete ~ 

or even that 'the Muslim wo:cl.d has emerged as ·a unit in international 

relations 1 • 
4 The events we witness today are not the e~ndering act in 

I 

the ~•s political incarnation simply because the disagreements among the 

faithful are many and deep. Rather than groping for a supranational 

alternative, then, Muslims are working out revised national philosophies • 
. I 

l 
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Rather than being anti-liberal or even anti-capitalist in inspiration, 

these philosophies seek answers to the question of how to malce Iiuslim 

nation-states less vulnerable to the developed world 1s mor>.ey and ideas. 

If it is wrong to think that a 'resurgent' Islam is a monolithic, 

anti-Western Islam, it is also wrong to make the complacent conclusion that 

it is ir>.evitably a ba=ier to Conwunist inf'iltra.tion. Islam is much too 

flexible an ideology to fail to accommodate itself, if necessar<J,to some 

Marx:ist notions ( 'Ali Shariati is a currently popular example of one who 

does this). Moreover, Muslims, lilce everybody else, are eminently 

pr-d.gmatic in their politics and so will tolerate leftist, 11arx:ist, allies 

to :further their goals (one need only look at the political constellation 

of Iran :for evidence). Perlrps most importaz,tly, Muslims,particularly 

Arab Muslims, are so deeply committed to the cause of Palestinian 
i 

liberation t.1-iat they see Soviet intrusion in the Middle East as one, 

though not necessarily the para.mount, danger to regional peace, Much was 

made in the West of the Islamic Foreign Ministers I resolution of May 1980 
\ 

condemning the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, but notewortb,y was that 

•' coupled with it ,was a condemnati.on of Western support of Israel. 

There is also some talk of the disinteg:rating effect the Islamic 

revival will have on the Soviet Union itself. There is indeed evidence of 

• I 
revived Islamic sentiment in the Central Asian Republics and of SOl'le troops 

defecting in Afghanistan, and\ surely, the example of KhU!Ik'1.yni 's revolution 
' 

in neigh'bou:ring Iran must be, 'troubling to the Kremlin. But the future is 
' 

still open, for the Soviet authorities have pursued a clever policy of 

creating the religious establishment and allowing them a fair measuxe of 
j 

manoeuvrability in a state officially suspicious of mligion. 

I 
It iis 'bad fortune, then, that just as the Western world rediscovers 

the importance of Islam/it thinks of it as animated by ancient hostility 

I 
• 



' . 

ll 

to the unbelieve:rs. The reality is too complex to suggest that Huslims 

are natu:rally either anti-Western or anti-Soviet. They are Muslim a.nd 

nationalist, .ethnic and A:cab, and in these diverse affiliations lie both 

the difficulties and opportun:1 ties for external policy:makers. Western 

countries and the Soviet Unj.on will be unable to fo:rmulat,e anytbing like 

an 'Islamic policy', but they can devise specific policies talcing into 

account the diversity and the Islamic tone of Middle Ea.stern societies. 

Perha.ps,in this ga:;ie, the advantage will go to the side which limits its 

visibility and understands that oppositional movements may use Islam to 

create some unity but that the historical pattern is clearly one of 

diversity. 

I 
I 

I 

5 
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Notes 

1. . G:reemnantle. 

2. Daniel Pipes, 1 "This Wo:i;ld is Poli tica.l! ! " The Islamic F.evi va,1 of 

the Seventies', 0rbis, 24 (Spring, 1980), p 40. 

3. To pa.re.phrase George Kenna.n 1s phrase a.bout moraJ.ism in American 

foreign policy. 

4. Pipes, p 41. 
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THE SOVIET VIEW OF. CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

by Karen Dawisha 

The. ,ideological component has always been a. discemible feature of Soviet 
. . . . . . 

' writing on. cor;flicts _in the Near and Middle East, Drawing on Lenin I s theory of 

imperialism, Soviet analysts have always stressed 
• • •· d • • 

the inherent unity of aims 

between mo.vements for ns3-tional liberation and the socialist world, Both seek 
' ,' 

the ... collapse. of the, capi tali1;1t West and both reco~se that th:i,s difficult 

. tas\c,;can best. be. achieved by ~;n-:-round cooperation,. including miii taZ'!. ~oop

eration, between .. nati9nal liberation movements and the socialist world, Without 
. . ' ' . --~ . . . . 

going into- great detail, it. is probably true to ss3-y that Le;un's theory _of 

imperialism and, in parti_cular, hi.s views about the effect of uneven and_ 

combined development (where two stages - feudalism and capitalism - coexist . . .' . . - . ' . " . . . ,. 

sid_e b;\I" aid~ .in colonial countries) on the revolutionary potential of the 

colonies has had_ a continuing and deep influence_·-poth on the. Soviet .. view of the 

national liberation.movement and on Soviet policy towards it. Above all, the 
' . . . 

Leninist dictum that combined development produces two potentially revolution

ary.forces·within the same society (that is, the indigenous national bourgeoisie 

fighting against feudalism and.the usually smaller nascent proletariat fighting 

agaiiist the · compradore bourgeoisie imposed. by the imperial centre) have. been a: 

consistent feature in the Soviet assessment, making it. possible for the Soviets 

to rely on one forl!le often at the expense of the other. 
. . . 

Soviet policy toward confli'cts in the Near tmd Middle East is the· result 

·of the calculation of· the correlation of forces·; This· Soviet concept has s~~~ral 

important features·which di~tinguish it from Westem concepts of the 'balance 

of power'·. First of all, it is not a concept based on the notion of maintaining 

the status quo. It assumes the gradual but inevitable shift in favour of 
. .. ·~ . . . . . 

socialism, As a result, short-tenn policy must always be· made within the 

framework of long-tenn goals. This arguably gives Soviet policy an overall 

coherence lacking in Weste.m strategy. _The ,Soviet _wi_llingne,s_s to invest large 
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sums of money in economic and military aid in the states of the Near and 

Middle East up to 197) was based on this notion that short-tenn investment 

would reap long-tenn benefits, As we know in the case of Egypt, this proved 

a fallacious assumption when Sadat abrogated the Soviet-Egyptian Treaty of 

Friendship, leaving an unpaid,debt of ,314,000 m,i.llions,, Soviet difficulties 
. . ' .. ,. ,, '. 

derive from the fact that while many of the leaders in the Near and Middle 

East might agree that there is a basis for short-tenn cooperation, they would 
- . ' . . ·,• 

reject any correlation between short-tenn and long-tenn objectives. 

The long-tenn goal of strengthening the socialist orientation of progressive 

regimes and coordinating their extemal policies in a way designed to weaken 
•i• .• , ,. ' ·' ·,-• - •' . • • , :·. . • . . 

_and exclude Westem influence is clearly inade more difi'icult by·-th!a:•common 

spe~tre oi'; ~;~onal cdnflicts which ard "aimed not at elimin'ating Western '. ' , ... 

influence but at pursuin~, in the Soviet view, narrow sec:tarian; irredentist, .. 
. .. ., ·, . -r- . . . • • • : , • . . . • -- .. ' . , ; • • . . 

or power political considerations -often stirred up by the West to maintain•'its 

inflU:en~~- tnicugh the doctri?ie of •a.ii.ride and rul~'. This is essentially the . 

viewadopt~d by Mosoow to explain ·both the Iran-Iraq war -and the Somali-Ethiopian 

conflict 'whe'rE! in' b~th cases two states with 'progressive' credentials were at 

war with'one another. A recent Pravda article(l9"January 1981) a.nalysitl.g the 

"senseless devestation" of the Iran-Iraq conflict· claimed, for example, that 

"American and i~ra~li intelligence had played a definable role in sowing the ... 

seeds of the discord between Iran and Iraq, which was further exacerbated. by,a 

long-sta0:ding territorial conflict, and also· by a rivalry fbr influence in•, the 
Gulf region reinforced; b~ the clash of religious and personal ambitions~'',: ; . · 

In the case of :the Ethiopia·- Somalia war, Moscow's effort ,to get both of 
. . ' . . ' 

these states to patch up their immedi.ate. conflict in order to get ·on witll the 

'real business' ·of fonning a solid bloc of progressive states-(which,the PDBY 
. :;· ~: .. : .'·· 

,is ;committed to develop in Article 10. of its 1979 Treaty with_ Mosoow) -beyond- .. 

Ethiopia and the PDRY who signed a mutual Friendship Treaty ;9n } December 1979. 

Oll the contrary, of the. countries with whom the. USSR itself has treaty relations, 
' · .. ,. . .. ' . --· . . ., . 

Syria andTraq are arch-rivals, Iraq is publicly committed to the' overthrow of 

the PD~ ,for the latter's. s~pport o'i: commilliis't subversion in Iraq, ~a is 
•' ; ; .- . . . ' ' .. 

unli~l;lly to sign ,a treaty_ with the PDRY __ for fear of .alienating he_r Saudi . . . . .. . . ' ' •. ' . 
backers, an!i, any .of. these regimes anxious to protect their Islamic credentials 

. ' .... , ... · . . . ' . 

will provide .1;he minimum support possible to the Soviet Union's other t_~_eaty 
. ' .. _ ....... . .. ·. .· ' . 

ally in. the.are~ - Afghanistan, .. ,, . . .• . . . . ,,·· 

. : • •' •• '. ·'·'" ; 1 .·.. . -'. 

The problem ·for the Soviet Union remains therefore one. trying to .build' a 
long-tenn basis for cooperation out of policies based on short-tenn expedients 

in an area itself characterised by complex and constantly changing pattems of 
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all,iancea, .feuds\ c:\,a,shes _and coµps. ~us as early as the mid-1960s Soviet 

theoreticians recogri,i,sed i;he <'4.f.ficulty o.f achi!)yin~ a 

shor_i;-telilll ·•policies a,nd long-tem _goals, commenting as ... - -. . . ., ... ,•• . . ' . , .. , _.. .,. 

correlation between 
- .. ,· r ,· .- ~, 

one o.f them did that 

"zigzags, sudden twists and turns,. outbursts of contradictions, occasional - .. ' ' · .. ,.•. . . ' ' .. ,· ·,. : . ' ] . . '.- .·-(_;.f.::. ,.- .. ,.. . 

advances and retreats, steps .forward and steps back are all interwoven into 
,.. .. ·. '. . ·,_ ' . -• ' . , . " · .. --~,+ - -• .. 

the live .fabric of every people's history; This is especially·mani.fest in the 

natio'n;fJi&e:ration movements o.f count:ties where the working 'dla:iis -i's only 
-··-r-i·.'.'' . . . here nothing is automatically certain in a.dvance, every step emerging 

-?~<J":l:c 
.forward has to be won in battle, and progress is o.ften attained at the price 

~.f bitter· disappointments, mistakes and scorches." ( 1 ) 

SE;CJoµdly, Soviet leailerf! _h9:ve, ah1ays weighed t}:le pros. and cons o.f supporting 

a local or reg;i,o~al conflict. wi ~n the context. o.f the global correlation o.f 
. .. _; .. ' . ' ,. . ; . . ...,· . 

forcEas, .Thus, the Soviet Uaj.on is willing to aid states or mo~elllents .fighting 

imperialism or its 'lackeys I provided victory is a_ssured, both in that particulnr 

con.flict and more importantly that such a victory does not produce a negative 

shift in .favour of iinperial:ism art a globn.l scale. The Soviet admission that 

they were 'surprised' by th~ West~m reaction to A.fghanistan' proves that' they 

are m~re thaii ~ii.pable oi getting this ceTctila'tioh wrong. Fu:rther; the USSR 

consis~e~tly ~s pro;ecl less willing to fully supp~rt ·c~nflicts not immediately 

directed at weakening imperialism. The' .. clearest examples here are the shi.ft 

i~ tli'e Sotlet attitude t6~a:t<l.::: Somalia; s iri'edentist claims against Ethiopia 

following the overthrow o.r'J1lthiopia1s Elnperor Haile Selas;si~- and Soviet 

preparedness to support Syria arid Iraq with all the most advanced weapons for 

the fight agai~st Isrii.el but no't agca:.inst Lebanon and Iran, respeCJtiVely. 

A third, and equally important, element in the Sovi,_et calculus is that in ,. 
the event of a clash between what is good for a national.liberation movement, 

8f!d w:nat b\si;iefi ts .the USSR, the. latter rrn.iet always take precedence, This vi,ew, 

that the promotion.of Soviet nati,onal_interests should be the comerstone o both 

o.f Soviet foreign policy and o~ the actions of all good intemationalists and 

communists everywhere., was fi:r§t enunciated by _Lenin hims.elf and is frequently 
. . . . . . . .. , . . . . . . ~ .,. . . 

quoted in defence of the USSR1s selected and self-interested support .for 

con.flicts in the Near and Middle East. To cite Lenin: 

"Reciprocal.relations betweed~~6t,les and the world political system 

;~-_a whole are det,ermined by the'·struggle waged by a small group of''•';' 
. . . . : . ., . _-·-: . ' . .• .,. ; .. :.i.·. 
imperialist nations against· the Soviet movement. ' Unless we bear'·that · · 

in mind, we shall not be able to pose a singlJ 'national 'dr colonial 

problem correctly, even if it concems a IIiost outlying part or" the 
,. - . • . :•, • , , . '.- ·• , . ' ' I " •. , 

world, The Corimniriist parties in civilized and backward countries" 

alike, \;an pose' And ~'61.ve poll tical problem's' correctly only j_.f tne:f 
make this postulate their starting point." (2) 
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. 
Continuei -Stririet ·adherence to this view was most forcefully. restate_d i.l;l:. 

response to· thl;> ~evision in Mooist doctrine during the mid-1960s to the effect 

that the ~orld re;olutiona:cy•fi:>cus had shifted to the Third World_ (of which 

China consi~ered_.itself ;;_,:member). The Soviet responsE(was unequivocal:-

_.. . _ ."The contentions ar13. designed to refute the Marxist characterization 

, · of the current· epoch an_d to substi_tute. for the basic contradiction of 

. our day, which is that between socialism and capitalism, the contra-
.. . . . . -

diction between the oppressed riation!3 and imperialism, which is often 

identified with that between 'rich' and .1poor' nations, the 1rich Northi 

and the 'poor South 1 • These conceptions in reality seek to push into 

the background.and :1>lay down the significance of the revolutionary 
. ' ~-.. . . ,. . . . 

struggle waged by the peoples of the socialist.community of nations •· • 

They are completely alien to a class interpretation of the nature of .. 

the present epoch" (3) 

Yet it has not only been the Chinese who have objected to the USSR putting 

the. 'interests of socialism' above t_hat of the national libe;i::atioµ movement. 

flloscow itself concedes that critici.Slll has ~l~o come from'the Third ylorld 

. where _ "leaders of national~st _ leanings • • • /\ge fanning a u~.\~}El!~s argument 

over which of .tl;le WR, trer}q.~ are of greater ~portance ... (4) ;r;t is a useless. 
·-• ',•) •.-- :., .i., •J :,~·. •• - ' .. 

argument only .:i.n tp.,e _s_en,se that there is no chance of Moscow changing i_t!J view, 

al though it is ~iliirig ~ concede. that "the objective fact that _the sociaJ.ist 
. . .-. ' 

-SY!Jt~ is a leading factor in the world revolutionary process must in no w~y 

be taken to belittle the importance of the ••• fight the oppressed peoples 

are ~g ... ( 5) Third World leaders frequently ha~e been made a~are of this 

"objective 'fact" at times when Moscow decided it was not in its own beet 

interests and therefore not in the best interests of intemational socialism 

to support ·a, lcfoa.1 confli;ct - a most notable example .was in l972<when Egyptian 

· President Anwar Sadat expelled Soviet personnel wheti.,-he becalll~ conyµice4 that 

the Soviet Union, interested only in the strengthening of Ea~t-West detent~ 
. -~ . . ,. 

was in fact an impediment to the pureu:i.t of Egypt's military objectives 

vis-a-vis Israel. 

Included within this important third element is the protection and'· · 

strengthening ·of· Soviet border security. Anyone familiar with the Soviet 

attitude toward conflict on or near its. southem borders knows that in the 
. . ' . . 

event of a _conflict breaking out, almost inevitably flli:>scow is sooner or later 

going .to issue its time-honoured statement about the USSR being unable to 
- ··. . . . 

"rem~ indifferent to acts 'o:r unp~voked aggression in_ an area adjacent to 

its bo~ers, and it will have to take the necessary measures dictated by the 
'\. . .. 



security interests of the Soviet Union and in the interests of preservinG world 

peace';. (G) The S;viet interest in maintaining border security arguably has played 
' ,, ; ! . . ,. . . : .. ,... ' " 

a par{ in the fo:anuiatio~ oftwo rather contradictory policies, including on the 

one hand the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan designed both to 'protect the ·' . . .. 
gains of the 1978 :revolution' and to remove a source of instability emanating 

from mujahidun activity o~ the USSR 1s border and on the other hand, the long 

(if not entirely unbroken) tradition of 'good neighbourly relations' between 

the USSR and the Shah of Iran dating back to the early 1920's when Moscow .. '• - . __ ,, .· . . ' . ' . . 

uncE!remoniously allowed,thecollapseof .the newly founded independent Sov:l.et 

Republic of Gilan in north.em Iran in return for the 1921. Treaty of Friendship 

between. Mosqow and I;ran 1,s Reza Shah, the founder. of the .Pe,:i,cock Dynasty, Even 

as .opposition to . the Shah was grow~ng, the Soviet Union ini ti?,lly refrained from 

issuing a policy statement s1;1pporting the overthrow •.. Indeed, when on19, 

November 1978 Brezhnev issued the first major statement of Soviet concern over 

Iran, he made.no comment, as one might have expected, about l!iupporting the 

democratic aspirations of the peoples struggling to free themselves from 
. . . . ' . ' . . . 

imperialist oppressions. 1 Rather, his concern was that any US attempt to 
' -.· •' . 

interfere militarily in I:t:en wo~ld constitute a threat to Soviet security 

interests.<7).Thus, it wou~d appear .that in the Soviet assessment of the .- _' . ' .: . . . 
'correlatio.n of forces I in the ,northern tier states of Turkey, .Iran and 

Afghruu,star), far gre(l.ter emphasis, is put on pure border security considerations 

than is :the c,:i,se in the Yliddle East. and .. the Hom. of Af:rica. 

A final aspect in the 'classical• Soviet idea of the correlation of 

• forces is that international relations is concerned with the interaction not 

primarily lietween states and governments as in the Western concep-U~n, bU:t · 

between class fqrces - socialism, capitalism, fei+.<l(l.lism, etc. It. goes. without 

saying that inte,z:a,ction between these forcee _:i,.s oft;en expressed in the fo:on of 

etate-to-state reiations,. But the impor~~t point ,n:ere is that bec,:i,use the 

focus, of the Soviet perspect:j,v.e is on the. dialectical rela'!;,ioµsh.i,p between 
. . . ,_,1., .· _.: ,· ~, ,, .>..<. • ~ •.• 

class forces, the .. USSR has aps?lutely no qualm~ _ii.bout opE!I?J~:rSl;P:POrting any. 

co~st iP~:tz• national li9,1:i:ation mav,e,Il)sint, or separatist g:r:pu,1 ,which helps 

to 1 tilt.,the balance in favo~r of socialism'. Looking at the Ne1µ:1 i;!nd Middle 
. • J.,' . . . '•' ,- ' • 

the Palestinians, the Dhofari rebels .in the Sultanate of Muscat and O!ru)n, .the 

Eri treans and of course all the various communist parties and all the groups 

which fought against British and _French rule in Aden, Algeria and other 

countries during colonial wars, The point that needs to be made here is not 
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. . :rha,t the _USSR has always_}ee.n a selfless and ,tireless supporter of· these groups, 

beoiJ.use it has not, or 'fuat.the USSR conducts all its relations 1in the.open' . ' ·.- .. ,_ . { .. . '•. . . 

witl,o~t neE!ding to resort ... i;o clandestine methods, since this also is clearly 

no.t the case, Rather the f.e.c.t of the. matter seems to be that the Soviet view 
,· . .,C.· ,,. 

o.f __ .intemational relation~, .allows it to lend support freely and openly if the 

cause is ,dee~ed_deserving. 

The West, with a different view of intemational relations, is ~o~siderably 
r-.- . . ._ . ' . . : r, ' 

more constrained since support for 'non-state actors', however 'just the c~use, 

goes ag8..irist the dominant conception that state-to-state relat{ons are the only 

. truly legitimate foii:n of intemational relations. The West has not lent open 

.· 'direct 'and noxi-~1ka.estine military'support to a single non-state 'actor in the 

Near ·and Middle East, which ffp~esuma.bly why the picfure of foi:mer National 
.. • ,.., ,. y,·., ;;--.= . : . . . ',, .. '.:i.": . •:· . " . 

·Security Advisor EZigniew Brzezinski holding a gun in an Afghan refugee camp in 

Pakistan ;creat·ed such a :ru.r;:;;;·''. The West's 

through 'third parties, and one c';;;b ''think of 

support is always _clandestine or 
two salient ex~ples h~i:~ ~'\restem 

ai:ms to the Kurd.a via Iran and to the Afghan rebels via Pakistan. Even in the 

case 
0

of aid to a state, the West has 
0

bften felt constrained to .go through 

third parties ·or find a means by which its aid can be disguised, such as in .the 
. .·' ! .• 

case of efforts by the ·Sultanate of Muscat and Oman to put down the Dhofari 

reb;ilion in which British aid· was either cha.nneied through Iran 6r took the 

form of sending contract personnel from British forces to fight there. Equally, 

the UK currently admits to having 850 loan service or contract personnel attached 

to vari.ous ai:med forces in the Gulf, yet. one suspects ·that HMG would not .readily 

welcome .the suggestion that Br.'.tain has become the Cuba of the Atlantic Alliance! 

These then are the four main elements of the 'classical I Soviet view. of the 

correlation bf forces.:. short:-tei:m policy should serve long-term goals; 
·\· ·.· .-·;;·_i_,r· :r.- ·•-·.· .~ · . • · 

support for regional conflict should be detei:mined with reference to .the ef:(ect 
• '-•• 1 ,., - :·. '.. : • ' ., • 

such 'support would have on the global correlatiori of forces, the interests, of 

socialfsm take precedence over the interests of national liberation movements, 

' arid with it the interests of main;taining the security of the borders of socialism 

'similarly take precedenc~ over national liberation movements, and finally, 
. ,. • • . • . ; . . • • ·~: --~ ··:· • :·-~- ··.,·,·. • . . j 

intemational relations is concemed with the total correlation between class 

forces, not the balance df POI-Ter between states. 



Tactics and Problems of Implementation 

Se.veral instances in. 1i7hich the problel)lS faced by. Soviet leaders in 

af!s.es.sing and reacting to conflicts in the Near and Middle East have already 

.been ci tea,, suggei;iting that application of the correlation of. forces calculus 

fal;ts short of providing Moscow with a foolproof, scientific framework for the 

formulation of policy. Several specific areas of difficulty, however, b.ear 

.further .analysis, 

Lookip.g first at the issue of Soviet support for armed struggle, it is 

not difficult to• find quotes from Soviet sources to tho effect that as long as 

imperialism exists, there will be armed struggles for freedom and independence. 

But as Raymond Cnrthoff and other analysts have pointed out, while 11foscow may 

support such wars in theory, in practice "Soviet supl)o.rt is neither unqualified 

nor universal." The Soviet leadership has been roun!lly ori ticised by· Peking 

for arguing that first peace,f'ul coexistence and then detente, by decreasing 

imp.erialist aggression, actually increased the chances of success ,for national 

liberation movements. Peking charged that the real problem lay with .the fact 

that the Soviet leaders "are sorely afraid of the revolutionary storm. 11 ( 9) 
The ~oviet response has always been to stress the need for 'all-round assistance' 

which will include if necessary the help of arms, without, however, committing 

the Soviet Union in any w:a,y either to the support of armed conflict per se or 

to .direct Soviet military assistance beyond the supply of weaponry. Clearly, 

any Sqviet decision to commit its own forces in aid. of on,e side in 2, local . 

conflict, (Eth:i,opia-Somalia; PDRY-N.Yemen) or in aid of one faction in an 

internal conflict (Mghanistan) will depend on a myriad of other considerations, 

including calculation of likely gains, Westem responses and Soviet capabilities. 

Yet the point often made, namely that there is a new Brezhnev Doctrine committing 

the Soviet Union to take ma:iqmum risks to prevent the overthrow of one of its 

establishe.d Marxist-Len.µust client states, is, I believe, not only still an 

open question but in the light. of the Soviet failure or inability to.prevent 

the diminution of :i, t~ influence. in Egypt, Somalia ,and Iraq not indicated by 

Soviet behaviou.r in any. 9tr,er st13:te. except Afghanistan. The issue, therefore, 

of whether 1proletarii:µi internat:i,onalism' has now taken precedence over 
·::. ; ·; . 

'peaceful coexistence! is vital but yet to be proved ei~er in Soviet official 
. :.': )·: .! ..• · • . 

pronouncements (it will be extremely important to analyse Brezhnev•s speech, . '-, .. ·,.- -: .. - ' '. ' 

at the forthcoming 26th Party Congress in this light) or in Soviet behaviour, 
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The second major difficulty the Soviets·face is that their anns·supply 

policy is based not ·only on a calculation of the I justness I of the cause but 

also;. !and increasingly, on the ability o"f the recipient to pay in hard currency. 

;This· means that the· economic pressures to supply can balance, or even 'outweigh, 

other; considerations·; . Related to. this is the near impossibility of controlling 

the end~use·o:f weal;)ons supplied, except through the refusal to allow.the stock

piling of unlimited spare parts (also NATO policy at one time vis-a-vis Greece 

and Turkey-), thus making i_t difficult for long-tenn, high-intensity conflicts 

to be pursued by the anns client without recourse to additional inputs _of Soviet 

spare parts and weaponry replacements. 

Thecurrent Soviet policy towards Iraq is an excellent case·in point.· 

·· 1;1though Baghdad has diversified its anns sources in the last few years, 

Moscow remains the chief supplier of weaponry to the·Iraqi regime.· The ·question 

is why did Moscow ·supply such extensive and sophisticated hardware to Baghdad? 

First of all, the Soviets, since Egypt I s peace treaty with Israel, have argued 

that Syria will be vulnerable to Israeli attacks unless it can be defended in 

depth from Iraq. Weaponry is therefore supplied to help prop up Syrian 

de.t'ences in the event of war with Israel. Yet such is the state ·of·Iraqi

Syrian relations that except for a short period after the November 1978 

Bagh,w<Lsummit, Soviet weapons in the harids of the Iraqi leadership have only 

increased Syria I s own insecurity, and with it, her own demand for increased 

weapons supplies. Secondly, weapons were supplied to enhance Iraqrs .stature 

in the Gulf and to balance the· military might bf J\.JDerica•s previous 'policeman•, 

the Shah- of Iran, However, with the overthrow of the Shah, the Iraqis s,1w the 

• chance to redress the imbalance in Gu:lf power arid to use soviet weapons to 

forward irredentist -il.nd even hegemonistic•claims against a weak revolutionary 

·regime now nurtured - if from a distance - by Moscow. Thirdly, anns are 

supplied to -bolster the internal prestige and power Of a progressive -regime in 

whioh·the anny, increasingly recognised by Moscow as a powerful ~nstruinerit for 

socialist transfonnation, (1o)plays a vital role. In Iraq (as now •in Syi-ia) · 

Soviet arms were supplied to bolster the internal security•forces when the· 

major intemal · 1 enemies I were rightist,- separatist, or ·Islainic :t'undamentalist 

· groups. Yet Moscow appears• powerless, as has happened in' Iraq, if the regime 

turns the anny and the security apparatus against the communists. 

Having us~d anns supplies t~ gain influence, that influence·· disappears 

almost immediately if supplies cease, particularly if this occurs in the midst 



·o:r a, conflict. : Mosoow•a,ourrent posture o:f starving the Iraqi war machine 

. shows · the limits o:f Soviet influence, since :failure to supply weapons ,.~a· not 

going .. ,to. stop .the war, particularly given,Traq 1s capability to :find altemative 

supplies, whi_le that_ very :failure is almost certainly going·to ·lead to :a; further 

diminution o:f Soviet influence. in Iraq, and a, loss o.:f. important hard currency 

. revenue.s :f9r arms :sales. Moscow had previously tumed o:f:f the arms 1tap 1 to 

Egypt several times. during the 1972-6 period_. · Equally, in Somalia a:fter July 

1977 (:fo}lowinl;,' _the US pr,;imise to 'look :favourably' on Somali .defence needs· 

. and Siad .Barre's esoal"lted o:f:fensive against an Ethiopian ·army by then actively 

assisted by the Russians) Moscow tried to control the conflict by :first pulling 

back its.military advisers who had.been operating with Somali combat units and 

tl:fen g,raduall-y shutting o:ff the flow of arms altogether. In both oases, 

Moscow's refusal to supply.arms to meet the demands of local clients led to 'the 

eventual and total exclusion of its influence from both Somalia and Egypt. 

It is this dilemma - that is the need to supply a:cms to establish and 

maintain influence despite clear Soviet interests in other aspects o:f Third 

World policy - which has led to more Soviet setbacks than any other in the 

Third World and which the Soviet Union (and the West) seem nowhere near to 

solving. 

Parallel to the military demands of the recipient state is the military 

requirements of the Soviet defence establishment. The Soviet military, with 

its enhanced capability, obviously is responsible, at least in part, for the 

calculation that the correlation of forces is shifting in favour of socialism. 

Equally, advances in Soviet force projection capabilities make it possible 

:for Mosoow to level direct and decisive military support in aid of Third 

World clients, as we have seen particularly in the case o:f Soviet offshore 

bombardments of Eritrea in support.of Ethiopian/Cuban/Soviet ground forces. 

Yet, as the case of Ethiopia's war against the Eritrean People's Liberation 

Front may indicate, the interest of the Soviet Navy in obtaining deep-sea ports 

may be generating its own dynamic independent of any 'ideological' consider

ations. This is, of course, at the heart of Western worries about the strategic 

implications of the invasion of Afghanistan - that Moscow will use it a~ a 
1back-door 1 for a drive to the wa:cm-water ports of the Gulf and the Indian 

Ocean. 

These various factors certainly highlight the difficulty faced by Moscow 

in fo:cmulating either an effective short-term regional policy .. or a coherent 
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lonls'"'.tenn !ltra:tegy. The problem for Western analysts,' it· seems to me:; is not 

so m,i.qh·identifying the various .component·parts of the Soviet view of.conflict 

:or the:_separaterea.sons why Moscow's application of a 'classical' ·correlation 

. of force- doctrine is imped_ed. The real difficulty is in assessing Moscow's 

•priori ties given .the many contradictions inherent in the Soviet .view df

conflict •. Thus_,. •for example, .can \<ie expect the USSR always to minimise a· risk 

of•war with·the West in supporting a client.state?·. Would strategic or military 

interests•now always take 'precedence over'support for national Iiberation 

·• movements if the· two are in coI1flict? . What will be the effect of the Afghanistan 
1misadveriture I on future Soviet willingness to commit troops in-,support of a 

. disintegrating Marxist-Leninist regime? I have outlined .some of 'the contra

dictions whioh have plagued Soviet policy in the past. · I see nd ;indication · 

that·Mosoow-is.about to-resolve all or even any of these problems. 
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I 
MIDDLE EASTERN POLITICS IN THE WAKE OF THEJ GULF WAR 

I 
I Adeed I. Ila.wiaha 

Immediately after border akimiahes erupted into .full-sea.le hostilities 
I 

a.long the entire Iraqi-I:ra.nia.n front in September 1980, it was predicted 

confidently that the wa.r would be of ahort duration. It was argued that 

neither side possessed the capabilities, political or military, to wage a 

long war. On the one band, the I-randa.ns "lere thought to ha.ve neither the 

will nor the equipment to respond ~o the invading Iraqi forces, and on lf8 
other hand, the Iraqi army was expected quickly to disintegrate into 

warring SUnni and Shii factions, for how could the Shii soldiers, 

oonsti tuting appro:tlma tely 7';h{, of the :rank and file of Iraq I s armed forces, 

fight their spiritual leaders in Iran'? 
0 • 

The war- in fact ha.a success.fully ·exploded this particular myth, so 

dear to Westem scholarship, of the primacy in the Arab world of sectarian 

and religious cleavages above other fac~ore. 'While there is no doubt that 

religious affinity between the Iraqi and Iranian Shiie exists, the national 

ethnic divide between Arabs and Persians, vigorously encouxaged by Iraq's 

virulently Baa.thist regime, proved a more potent political force. 

Furthe:cmore, the Baghdad govemment over the last five yea.re has worlced 

very hard to iulProve the economic and social status of Iraq 1s poor, the 

ma.jori ty of whom have traditionally been &'hiia. And President Saddam 

Hussein is inoreas:ing:ly refe=ing to this as Iraq's 1new spirit 1 • Ha told 

the Isls.m:l.o mediation team in March 1981: 

1Tbere are Sunnis, Shiis and other religions and sects in Iraq. 

All of them have been fighting obstinately for six months. Why 

this obstinacy and all these sacrifices, especially as we keep 

telling them that the land they are fighting on and dying on is 

not their land. It is very easy to tell the Iranians: ''This' is 

" 

I) 



I 

I 
your land, the Iraqis a.re on it, so you have to fight to retain 

I 
it n • But it is difficult to tell the Iraqis to fight on a. la.nd 

2 

I . 
which is not theirs, The Iranians have to understand, therefo:r.e, 

; 
that it is not Saddam Hussein -who is fighting them; it is the 

whole unified Ira.qi people who/are fighting to safegua:cd their 

values a.nd their new spirit.•+ 

SiJllilarly, in the case of the other Gulf states, the Ira.qi-Irani.an war 

did not adversely affect domestic sta.))ility. Indeed, if anything, the ;,ar 

considerably lessened any problem that the Gulf rulers might have 

enoo1mtered in the wake of the Ira.nian revolution. In 1979 and 1980, at· 
I (I 

the height of .the I Islamic revi va.1 1 a.nd Khomeini I s prestige, there were a. 

number of pro-Iranian demonstrations in Bahrain, Kuwait and Saudi Al:abia., 

emanating priJllarily from the indigenous Shii populations, While at no time 

these constituted real and immediate threats to the regimes in the we:y·• " 

' similar manifestations proved to be fatal to the Shah, it was nevertheless 

accepted by the rulers that continued Iranian efforts to uae the religious 

instrument to destabilize their own poli tica.l orders was something they 
' i 

needed to counteract swiftly. 'rhis state of nervousness was evident in a 

statement ma.de by Crown Prince Fahd of Saudi Arabia. in February 1980, in 

which he intiJllated that while he saw no reason why there should be conflict 

between Shii and Sunni Moslems, the situation would change if the Iranians 

were to try •to impose their Shii belief upon the other Moslem countries in 

the area•. 2 These same sentiments were echoed a. year later by Saddam 

Hussein when he insisted that the Iranian leaders 'had to understand that 

they had not received any authorization, either from God or from the 

people, to act as spokesmen for Moslems, giving advice on how other nations 

ought to rule themselves•. 3 These statements probably reflected the 

general state of mind of most Gulf rulers during 1980, which meant that 

even if they considered the danger to be neither :immense nor immediate_, 

they nevertheless were not prepared to tolerate it indefinitely, 

" 
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The wa.r therefore served the interests/or not only Iraq_ but also the 

other Gulf states. It wa.s thought, no doubt, that a swift Irag_i victory 
I 

would lead to the possible demise of Khomeini and his Islamic order. And 

even if that did not happen, the energies of the Islamic regime would be 

' concentrated on the war effort rather than on trying to export the Islamic 

3 

revolution to neighbouring countries. As it tumed out, the Irag_is did not 

score the g_uick and massive victory tl.a.t had been anticipated. Even so, 

they did achieve a. victory of sorts. Their troops were able to penetrate 

into, and remain in, Iranian te=itory; 
/ 

to captum an Iranian city and encircle 

and they "1ere able after two months 
\'! 

another. While they did not seem 

capable of defeating the Iranians summarily, the Tehran government was 

also incapable of driving the Iraqis out of Iranian soil. The continued 

presence of Iraqi soldiers inside Iran, therefore, naturally led to a. n " 
\ 

dilllinution in the prestige of Ayatollah Khomeini among the Gulf and Arab 

Moslems generally and the Shiis particularly, especially since at the 

outset of the war, Iran's religious leaders had confidently predicted that 

the Iraqi Moslem soldiers would soon revolt against the I infidel who 

opposes Islam 1 • The message to Saddam Husseim from Tehran was clear and 

confident: 

God will defeat your devices. In the coming. days you will lea= 

how the Moslem people and anny of beloved Iraq will respond to 

you, and how the Moslem Iranian army and people will respond to 

you. You will know how you have dug your own grave - the grave 

of shame and humiliation in this world, and the grave of hell

fire in the hereafter. 4 

By December 1980, the Shiis in Ba.srah, ·Bahrain or Dha.hran must have been 

wondering why it was taking the Ayatollahs such a long time to dispose of 

the 'worthless infidel 1 • And the consequent loss of prestige suffered by 

the Iranian clergy must have been precisely what the Gulf rulers had hoped 

for. 

" 

.. 



On the other hand, while domestic 
I 

threats to the Gulf regimes had , 
decreased in the wake of the war, the military confrontation itself began 

J . 

4 

to constitute an ever increasing extemal threat to the Gulf states. Most 

.of the major oil +~rmiuaJs, including those of Saudi Ambia, are situated 

just across the Gulf from Iran, and as such wre very vulnerable to the 

Iranian Phantoms which ha.d already proved their effectiveness in Iraq. 

Saudi Arabia immediately requested and received five AWACS planes from the 

United States to protect its skies against any possible Iranian incursion. 

Indeed, a Kuwa.i ti border town was bombed by the Iranian air foroe in the · 
I Q 

spring of 1981. It wa.s thus obvious that, having succeeded in nndemining 

Khomeini I s moral authority, the war ha.d served i ta purpose for the Gulf 

rulers and the time ha.d come for it to be stopped. It was not surprising, 

therefore, that the Saudis, backed by the other Gulf states, placed a very 
\ 

high priority in the Islamic summit in Ta.if in January 1981 on trying to 

resolve the ira.qi-Ira.nian impasse. 5 An Islamic mediation team was fo:oned, 

and tried vigorously, but without much success, to narrow the positions of 
i 

the two conflicting parties sufficiently.for a ceasefire to take place. 

On the whole, the war therefore tended to decrease the potential of 

domestic inetabili ty in the indigenous conntries, while increasing the 

probabilities of external threa ta to these countries. This is why Saudi 

Arabia and the other Gulf states strongly backed the mediation efforts, and 

endeavoured to present a neutral posture with regard to the conflict. It 

is however a neutrality of sorts; an imperfect neu·trality clearly leaning 

towards Iraq. Thus on 21 April 1981 the Kuwaiti National Assembly 

approved an Ira.qi request for a ;;(2,000 million interest-free loan to help 

the war-damaged Ira.qi economy. Reports suggested that the loan was part of 

0 

a ;;(14,000 million financial package sought by Iraq from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 

6 
the UAE and Qa. tar. 



I 
I 

The Gulf's imperfect neutrality was not observed by the rest of the 
I 

' Arab states. On the oontra.ry, the Iraqis in their war against Ira.n ' . 

further exacerbated the divisions already 'existing in the Arab world. Two 

orientations clearly emerged: a pro-Ira.qi camp, consisting ma.inly of the 
I 

5 

pro-Westem regimes of Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia and North Yemen; and a. pro-

Ira.nian ~, containing the radical, :p,ro-Soviet regimes of Syria, Libya 

and South Yemen. Algeria, like Saudi Arabia. and the Gulf states observed 

an imperfect neutra.li ty - but one which tilted towards Ira.n. This left 

the Arab world in almost total disarray, la.eking purpose, cohesion and 

direction. This is not to imply that it was the Gulf war which ea.used 

these divisions. The Arab world was already disunited long before Ira.qi 

tanks rolled into Iran. It is nevertheless the case that the I:ra.qi-

Imnian war tended to rigidify and intensify inter-Arab conflict. ~ , 

The position of the pro-Iraqi camp was articulated by the Jorda.n.i.an 

monarch immediately after the war broke out. He stressed that Arabs must 

always fight for Arab rights, whether these were in Palestine, Imq or any 

other state. He called for a unified Arab stand to support Iraq and to 

defend Iraq's soil and its rights. 7 And it seems that it was this attitude 

which the Iraqis had expected from the other Arabs a.s well. Thus, 

President Hussein expressed himself unhappy at the general Arab :t'0sponse to 

the war. How could he be happy, he declared, for if a.ny other Arab was 

waging this war, 'the blood of the Iraqi axmy would have been spilling next 

to that Arab'. 8 The Iraqis had expected plainly, and erroneously as it 

tumed out, that the 'bond of Ara.bism I would prove st:roDt,"lilr among their 

Ara.b 'brothers I than other ideological ·or strategic considerations. 

Syria and its allies were singularly unimpressed by the Iraqi

Jo:rdania.n position. The Syrian leaders pointed out that the Gulf war had 

if anything retarded the ea.use of Ara.bism. In the first place, the Iraqis 

had attacked an Islamic country which, while non-Arab, had become, since 

r, 

.. 



the revolution against the Shah, one of the/most implacable enemies of 

Israel. President Asad thus asked rhetorically: 'Why was war suddenly 
j 

launched against the Iranian revolution? 'Given the large, broad 

significance of this revolution and the huge gains achieved for us the , 
Arabs by this revolution, is it not our duty to ask why was war launched 

against this friendly revolution? • • . If the matter was one of Arab 

rights, why did we not hold consultations, especially since the matter 

concerns a friendly revolution, in 'Which we have real and deep interests 

Does w:iyone think that he who ,now rules Iraq does not understand 
I 

these simple facts? Of course not.• 9 

Secondly, the Syrians and their allies stressed that the war had 

diverted attention away from what ought to have been the real focus of 

6 

" attention of Arab leaders concerned with Arabism; namely the Palestinian' 
. ' n 

cause and the Arab-Israeli conflict. To the Palestinians especially, the 

Gulf war was particularly 'painful 1 , and as, such their persistent efforts 

to mediate were undertaken simply to •secure the chance ••• to win the 

battle against the one enemy, Israel, and those who are with it and 

support it 1 •
10 Whatever the justifications for either party, therefore, 

the radical camp insisted that the Gulf war tended artificially to super

sede the Arab-Israeli conflict in importance. 

A broader and moi"e globalist view of the war was taken as usua.l by 

President Qp.dhafi. The Libyan President accused Iraq of acting in 

collusion with American imperialism. He thus saw the conflict within 'the 

context of the crusade existing between Moslems and Christians, between 

East and West and between the Islamic nation and the Europeans. It is 

therefore an Islamic duty to be allied with the Moslems in Iran in this 

confrontation' •11 This rather idiosyncratic interpretation of the 

conflict, although appealing in its sheer simplicity, did not seduce 

Libya's more sophisticated allies. 



I 
I 

In all this furore, PZ'esident Sadat of/Egypt was !laturally against 

everybody and everybody was naturally agaitmt him; a situation which I .. 
brought to mind inter-Arab relations in the fifties and sixties when 

7 

Sadat's predecessor, Ga.ma.l Abd al-Nasser,' at one time or another, crossed 

verbal swords with almost every other A:rab leader. The only difference is 

that whereas Nasser's utteringe invariably contributed to the destabiliza

tion of the targeted regillle, Sadat's :,ttacks nowadays, if anything, tend 

to increase the prestige of the assaw.l ted lea.dersW.p. Such has been the 

legacy of Camp David, that there is at pi~sent a no greater w~lcoming 
I \I 

sound to the ears of an Arab leader than a personal attack mounted against 

him by the Egyptian President. Thus, Sadat's frequent onslaughts aga,inst 

the Iraqis, Ira.niarul, Syrians, Saudis, Jordanians and every'borly else hardly 

mattered but simply added to the general confusion. 

The net result of all this was an Arab world as torn by divisions a.s 

it was at the height of the ideological splits of the fifties and sixties. 

This could be clearly ascertained by the perceptible increase in the lev-el 
/ 

and intensity of personal insults hurled by various Arab leaders at each 

other. And the most serious inter-Arab confrontation which occurred in the 

wake of the Iraqi-Iranian wa.r was that between Syria and Jordan. 

· When first in December 1980 and then later on in February 1981, Syrian 

and Jordanian ann,'cld forces stood, in a high state of alert, facing each 

other a.cross the common border, they represented the clearest illustra.tion, 

of the rapidly shifting sands of inter-Arab polities. The two antago

nistic neighbouring countries had been only recently, a.nd certainly 

throughout much of the last decade, as close as any that the Arab world had 

known in its turbulent history over the last three decades. 

In the wake of the October 1973 war, there was a steady development 

over the following six years of political, economic, cul t-u:ro.l and lll.ili tary 

" 

n 
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I 
I 

contacts between the two countries, and higil-level ministeria.l delega.tions 
I 
' exchanged frequent visits for the pu:rpose of coordinating, and in the long 
• 

term integrating, the two countries• foreign policies. 'fuis led to the 

formation of a 'Supreme Political Commancl', co!l1Posed of President Asad and 

King Hussein and designed to fo=ulate I common foreign policy objectives 

and to issue directives and instructiO!:l.S on the recommendations refei-red 

to it by the varioUB ministerial colllilli ttees. The rapport between the two 

leaderships was such that Amman was t.o give full and unreserved backing to 

Syria's military intervention in Lebanon in 1976, and as 
I 

Jordanians were depicted by President Asad as •our close 

a consequence the 
Q 

brothers who are 

the nearest of kin to us 1 •
12 There is no doubt that during this period the 

Syrians considered Jordan their most loyal ally, while the Jordanians saw 

in Syria a trusted and powerful friend. 

Barely five years later, the Jordanian and Syrian leaders were 

levelling at each other a galaxy of insults, recriminations and accusations 

of such venom that it made the two countries the bitterest of enemies. To 

Jordan's Prime Minister Badran, 'Syria, the throbbing heart of Arabism, 

will restore its Arab, national and international prestige after the ruling 

group is eliminated. It will be eliminated because the current regime does 

n~t belong to Syria and is alien to the Syrians' •13 And referring to 

Syria's support for Iran against Iraq, the Jordanian newspaper al-Destoux 

lamented that •no Arab could have thought it possible that in Arab Syria, 

the dearest part of the Arab homeland, a fascist, terrorist clique could 

stab the Arab nation in the back' •14 On his part, President Asad took up 

the challenge well. He asserted that it was the Jo.rdanian monarch who was 

stabbing Syria in the back, for after all 'the reactionary regime in Joroan 

was estabUshed primarily to dismember the Syrian body • ·• • That regime 

has been the enemy of Syria, and the Syrian people, rignt from the 

b . . , 15 
egimung • 

r, 



I 
• This hostility related to Syria's suspicion of the growing links 

I 

' between Jordan and Syria's rival J3aathist regime in Baghdad. Iraq's J . 
invasion of Iran, which the Syrians saw as retarding the Palestinian cause 

9 

and as such as a major conspiracy engineered by 'American imperialism', 

coupled with Iraq I s gradual, yet clear, move away from the Soviet Union, 

heigiltened Damascus 'e. perception of an. increasing American and Weste= 

influence in the area which seemed to, be concentrated on Syria's own 

borders. Having already had Israel and Israeli-backed Christian anta.gunism 

in Lebanon, the Syrians, feeling encircled and ali.ays deeply suspicious of 
' ~ 

the West's capacity to manipulate events in the area in favour of Israel, 

g-ra.dually became convinced that Iraqi-Jordanian rapport would complete the 

stra.ngula.tion of Syria to the benefit of the United States. i'o President 

Asad, 'The United States wanted Syria to kneel with the help of its clients 
\ r: 

in the Arab homeland, but American-inspired pressure and terrorism will not 

change Syria's stand' •16 It is a measure of Syria's sense of isolation ('· 

that Asad was forced to accept Q,a,dhafi 1s perennial efforts to unite his 
I 

I 

remote and inconsequential country with 'a prestigiotLS Arab state. In the 

afte:i:math of the Iraqi-Iranian tm:moil; close relations between DamasctLS 

and Tripoli helped Asad out of his political isolation and helped Qadhafi 

out of his geographic remoteness. All in all, though, the foundations of 

this bizarre and asymmetric relationship were very flimsy which, while 

temporarily serving Syria's interests, had very little hope of standing the 

test of time • 

Cementing Syrian-Libyan relations, however, was the pro-Soviet, anti

American stand taken by both leaderships. In Syria, this mistrust was 

reinforced not only by the Iraqi-Iranian war which was perceived as Weste:rn

inspi:red, but also by the increasingly bold subversive activities of the 

Moslem Brotherhooa. inside Syria. According to the DamascUB :regime, 'the 

Moslem Brotherhood could not have done what it did had it not been for the 
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direct support, 
I 

facilities and free movement; given them on Jordanian 
I 

soiit.17 It is difficult to find evidence to corroborate these allegations, 

but what is important is that they were genuinely believed in Damascus, 

thus heightening the leaders I fears of American moves through Jordan (a.nd 

Imq) to attack J."8.dical, pro-Soviet ana/or Islamic regimes in the area. 

In fact, toppling the Syrian regi:me through the Moslem Brotherhood 

could hardly have served Jordanian interests. The destabilizing impact of 

Iran I s Islamic government on secularist and modem te regimes such· as the 

one in J orda..'1 could hardly fill the I Hashemi te monarch with confidence at · 
I ~ 

the thought of the fundamentalist Moslem Brothers gaining power in Syria. 

Nor can the possibility of social, political and sectarian upheavals 

across the border be a comforting prospect for the population of Jordan, 

the majority of which is Palestinian, or for the Iraqi population with0 its 

ethnic and religious mosaic. 

Nor, on the other hand, would the Syrians have stood to gain from the 

overthrow of the Jordanian monarchy, for
1
apart from the repercussions this 

might have on Syria's own delicate domestic balance, there would be the even 

greater danger of an Israeli military intervention. Fu.rthe:rmore, given the 

quickly changing moods of inter--Ars.b relations, President Asad knew that, 

if and when the need arose to revive the Eastern front ·against Israel, a 

Jordan friendly with Syria and Iraq would be a good channel to effect a 

rapprochement. 

Intra-regional conflict was not caused, but merely exacerbated, by 

the Iraqi-Iranian hostilities; nor will it necessarily end when the Gulf 

war is resolved. Intra-regi.onal conflicts will cease only if and vJhen the 

leaderships in question decide to call a halt to their conflictual 

activities. The problem, however, is that because of the highly personal

ized nature of Middle Eastern politics, governmental policies a.re 
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invariably e..nd inexorably linked to the 
I 

prestige, 
.I 

credibility, even 

survival of the respective leaderships. This makes it difficult for a. 

I 
leader to be seen by his popuJ.a.tion a.a 'backing do~m 1 • 'These internal 

political processes a.re further complica.f,ed by the infringement ·on 

' domestic politics of two powerful transnational forces, namely Arabism and 

Islam,which set ideo~ogical parameters, that motivate and constrain 

political action. On the other hand,,.the long periods of stability enjoyed 

by most of the contempora.:cy- Arab leaderships have given their respective 

regimes a. measure of confidence in the long te= security of their 
I 

poli tica.l orders, ma.king it easier· for them to take 'bold I decisions. 
,;, 
It 

was thus only within t.1-ie context of these complex domestic and :regional 

issues that the Ira.qic-Ira.nia.n war bad a.n impact on the morass of Arab and 

Middle Ea.stern politics. 

I 

fi 

n 
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1. PRE CRISIS ; ·· 
' The 1960 snow appear as a classical example of _the buyer's 

market. The control over oil pr_oduction exerted by the 'integrated 

oil companies ensured an order~;r e<1uation between supply and 

demand, with the emphasis on trimming and adjusting levels 

of supply in orderto smooth out fluctuations in market demand. 

Reserves were the concern only of.' the exploration and production 

departments of the oil companies,' and the concepts of resource 

scarci_ty .and conservation made little, if any, impression on 

planping. The result was an era .. of unparalleled stability in 
I 

the supply of crud_e oil, · the erosion of the real cost of oil 

and a complacency of outlook among produce:i;~ as well as 

consumers which would leave the world unprr,pared to_.fac·e any 

kind of crisis. 

I 

During this pe_riod OPEC, and in particular Middle East OPEC, 
I 

e_njoyed or endured ( there are argume;.,ts for both ,;.iews) the 
! 

status of a milch cow. It was easy to go along with the oi_l 

companies •. They had a technology to which·no producing country 

could aspire and provided a steady fonn of revenue.which was 

entirely adequate for the nascent development requirements.of· 

the time. In the eyes of the oil industry, and of .. others besides, 

the Middle East producer countries.were identified more than 

anything by the companies which c_ontrolled their oil production • 

. The separate d"'.signs of these companies in pui-suit cif'low cost 

oil from secure sources gave.a surprisingly (from today's point 

of view) even pattern of production. Abstrac_ting the Middle East 

OPEC members from the total OPEC in Attachment I for the year 1965· 

shows the following: 

... / 
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Crude Oil Production ~ ~~dle/ Ea

0

st OPEC 
Member Countries ( 'OOO bari<91::1' per day) in 

, % 
Iran 1908 I 23 

Iraq 1313 ~ 16 

2360 
t 

Kuwait 28 
. i 

Qat!l,r 233 ' 3 "'-· 

S. Arabia 2205 27 

Uil 282 3 

8301, 100 

TABLE I 
1965 

2, CRISIS 

! 
The decade of the 1970 s was as remarkable for upheaval and 

discontinuity among the .producing countries, and pre-emi.'1.ently 
' 

among the Middle East countries, as the 1960 s ·had been· for 

' stability and continuity, The epithet '_energy crisis'· has been. 

used to embrace different actions and .consequences throughout 

this period; · and it is worth sketching in broad te:rms the 
. . / 

composition of the various f·o:rms of crisis, as this plays an 

important part in piecing together a view of the future. 

i) The Crisis of OP:EX: Awareness 

:By the.end of the 1960 s the industrial.economies had 

reached a high point in complacency towards the · supply 

of energy and its cost. Over-dependence by the West 

on oil, because of its advantageous economics, and 

on the Middle East, because this was where.the resource 

could be obtained most plentifully and cheaply, was not 

matched by a similar complacency in OPEC. The realisation 

that they held sovreignty over the West's key energy 

component, the growing nucleus of their own ·technical 

competence and their accelerating aspirations for the 

. : ./ 

tll 
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economic development of their own/co~tries were seized 

I 
on first by' Iran then by Libya to jolt OPEC into a 

·f ' . 
realisation of its power. The swift nationalisation 

V 
of the industry.and the assumPition of. control over price 

• 
definitively ended the industrial nations' control over 

( ·.,._ . . 

the OPEC component of its en;2rgy supply. 
,' I 

ii) Adiustment bv the Industrial World 

Faced by this traumatic change in circumstances the West 

had .to .review its sources I of energy, recognise the costs Q 
' 

of developing alternative sources of oil.and non oil 

· energy and come to terms with ,reduced expectations of. 

economic growth. The mid 70 s saw the forced development 
0 . 

• . . ' . 

of non-OPEC oil sources, such.as the,l;lorth Sea. and Alaskan 

fields, a revival of the exbausted·resource of coal and 
I 

renewed interest in bringing on nuclear energy rapidly. 

It also ;.,,itnessed intensive re,!earch into entirely novel 
' 

fonns of energy, such as solar and w.ind power. And the 

idea of conservation took root for the first time. 

iii) Schisms within OPEC 

The transfer of .control from .the oil companies. to the oil 

producers brought tremendous pressure~ to bear on individual 

members of.OPEC. The popular misapprehension in the West 

of the ascendant OPEC as unified, or even monolithic, took 

no ac_count of the.diversity of the· devel.opment · objectives 

or politics of individual count:r:ies. Nowhere is thi•s 

diversity of interest clearer than among the Mi_ddle East 

OPEC members. J3y the beginning of the 1980 s the revolution 

in Iran, .the war between that country and Iraq, the levelling off 

of Kuwait's requirements for revenue.s for development and the 

· ... / 
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detem.ination of Saudi Arabia leading role 

in OPEC had changed t_he pattern of Middle East OPEC 

production, as a comu,a.rison of 1975 levels with those .. -
' at the end of 1980 shows. I 

Crude Oil Production in Middle East.OPEC 
· Member Countries ( '000 k=<,ls per dav) 

1975 ~- 1980 ~ 

Iran 5350 ' 28 1700 10 

Iraq_ 2262 
,I 

12 1500 9 

Kuwait 2084 11 1600 10 

Qatar 438 2 500 3 

S. Arabia 7075 · 37 9800 58 

TABLE 2: 

\l 

UAE 1664 10 1700 10 0 • 

18873 100 16800 100 . . 
.: -

I - . 

' THE FUTURE ' 

I 
I. 

· The radical changes which occurred in the 1970 shave established 

a new :relationship between the industrial economies and OPEC. 

This relationship is based 011 _living with uncertainty - an uncer

taµ:i.ty_ which not only characterises the business of dealings 

between th1S·two interest groups, but also their internal affairs • 

. ·The following.view of the 1980 sand.beyond is not intended to 

-provide accuracy in quantitative terms, but to outline certain 

issues which will become increasingly i11lportarit. 

i) The Energy: Strate,ries of the West 

A number of short term rneasures·may be brought into play. 

Greater flexibility in using oil stocks to.ease supply_

strains woulq. provide relief in periods of shortage. 

This ··would req_uire cou...-age and clear-cut decisions from 

govenoments in ti11les of crisis. 

() 

(' 
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/· 
Next,.consumers can be encouraged to accept and adopt 

temporary consumption restrai;ntJwhen necessary, with 
' 

the result that the need_ to have recourse to the volatile. 

' spot market would be reduced.,' Thirdly, the principle-

will have to be accepted that oil will ·be sold to the 
t-·.. I 

consumer at its market plac~ value. 

In tackling these_ objective"" the role of international 

co-operation cannot be over-emphasised. 
I -

In the longer term alternative energy pr6gramme,s will have 

to be pushed ahead with urgency. Natural gas schemes, the 

redevelopment of coal, the development of nuclear en_ergy 

on a meaningful scale and the adoption of wide ranging 

energy conservation measures,will all have a·bearing on· 
I 

the consumption of oil. Attachment II showe, how the con-

sumption of oil by the Non-Comhrunist World was checked in 

the mid-1970's; Attachment III gives an idea of the way 

· in which the share_ of -oil could decline between now and -

the end of this century relative to other forms of energy. 

0 . 
• 

.: 

Two vital elements in any strategy designed to bring about 

this s~itch away from oil must be the adoption of a realistic, 

market-related.policy on energy.prices and consistent 

gove=ent policies on alternative _forms of energy. 

The ·Profile of Middle East Oil Production --

The next ten years are" likely to see a sharpe_ning of the 

differentiation betwe.en the Middle East producers. 

Attacment IV.shows the most important oil· exporters rn 

tenns of their crude oil reserves and populatio.n. Those 

... / 
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countries with large reserves and small populations, 

as Kuwait and Q;i.tar have relatijely little ne.eii. for 

such 

j 

increa.sed revenµe and relatively little capacity to absorb 

it. Given their small populations and pre-industrial· 

.. economies, they face, formidable problems ·investing or 
,··...,: 

consuning their cu_-rrent oil. income at home. And they have 

already lea::ned fron hard i,xperience about the d.ifficul ty· 
I 

of investing safely and profitably overseas in an era of 

.inflaiion a!ld recession. / Therefore they can be expected I;\ 

to reduce oil output as prices go up in order to avoid excess 

revenues. 

On the other hand, Iran and Iraq have relatively high 
' ' 

populations and, in terms of the ar.ea, sophistica~d 

economies .. They have been engag,fo in a. costly war with_ 

each other, while Iran also su,ffered the. disruptions 
I 

caused by the revolution. Clearly the need for revenues ! . . -

of these wo countries is likely to demand an increase in 

the present rates of production and their maintenance at 

higher levels over the long term. 

The anomaly in this pattern is Saudi·Arabia:. Its colossal 

reserves and dominant production have established it as 

the leading force in OPEC, not just in the Middle East but 

internatiom.lly. No one can .ignore the effect which Saudi 

_ pricing and production policies have on world demsnd for 

crude oil and· on·.the · ambitions of other OPEC meenbers. 

The. pu.rsuit_of high production and low price over the last 

year 112.s denonstrated_this clearly. 

. .. / 
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i I . 
However such pre-eminence makes Saudi Arabia vulnerable. 

' 
Although the conditions of 'over!upply' engineered by tbe 

I 
· Saudis in 1980/81 have relieved.· certain stresses in the 

industrialised economies, not everyone has·benefitted. 
. I 

Not only have the policies of the more hawkish, African, 

producers' in particular beer:; knocked off course as sales 

' 2nd revenues have dropped, but the other more revenue 

conscious Jl'J.iddle East producers such· .as IraCJ. and Iran 

have suffered. In addition ther::e have been, for the 
f 

first time, CJ.Ues.tions asked within Saudi ·Arabia as · to 

whether production of 10 million ba=els· per day has any 

meaning for Saudi Arabia itself, especially if. this high 

production results in a lowering of ,the price. of oil. 

The Bal2nce 
/ -It is suggested tha,t throughout ;the ·1980 s the combination 

of low~key econolD..l.c activity and the implementation of 
( 

alternative energy strategies will allow· the industrial 
i . . 

world to maintain the· check on oil consumption which has. 

characterised the past three years. In 1977 the Non

Communist World's oil consumption.was 49.4 million ba=els 

per day. Al though it reached 51- 2 million in 1979, it 

is expected that it will have fallen back to 47.5 million 

by.the end of 1981 and to 46 million in 1982. (This 

would be roughly the same level as 1974). Right now there 

do not seem to be any very good reasons for believing that 

oil consumptii:m will have returned to 1979 levels until 

the second half of the 1980 s. 

Always .assuming that· the development of .alternative energy 

sources .is pursued vigorously, demand for oil in the 1960 s 

.. .I 

II 
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should re=;n comfortably within,the lilnits of supply. 

The follo"Wi:rig table expresses a Jiew of the way in which 
t 

. Non-Commur,.ist World demand could be contained within Non-
l 

Communist World ·availability: I" 
' 

TABLE 3 

('000 barrels per day) 

NCW Demanc. 

NCW Supply 

of which 
non OPEC 

and OPEC 

20,7 

28,7 

I 

'12§2 
I • 50.0 

54,7 

23.2 

31.5 

\ 

12.2.Q 

53; O 

59,7 

25,4 · 

34,3 

Within the C7er2.ll supply potential of OPEC the sl2.re of 

-the Middle Eastern producers :wil_I probably rise to higher 

levels thz.n before. While 6Cl¾.1was an average for the 70 s, 

the proportion may be nearer 1to 75'/c by 1990: 
I. 

··)'reduction capacity of Middle East OPEC, 
1980 - 1990 ('000 ba=els per day) 

1980 __ 19.§5.. 

Iran. 1700 3500 

Iraq_ 1500 3700 

Kuwait 1600 1600 

Qatar 500 500 

s; Arabia 9800. 11000 

lJAE 1700 2000 

16800 22300 

(% of.total OPEC 59'/o 71% 
capacity 

TABLE 4 

l99Q. 

5000 

4000 

1600 

500 

12500 

2000 

25600 

75%) 

... / 
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I 

Iran and Iraq are 
l 

presumedtto,restore capacity as rapidly 

the war is ·ov!r in. order t9 maximise 
I 

as .Possible after 

revenues. And it is perfectly/ feasible that around 3 
' ' million ba=els per day extra· couJ.d be added to Saudi ,, 

Arabia's capacity be_tween no1w and 1990 .. ·Its position 
(··.:....- t 

should continue to dominate a group .of producers which will 

. itself take a larger share,
1
of OPEC' s production capacity .. 

It ·needs to be ·stressed that. these figures represent 
• I 

maximum production potential. In the event supply is 

covered in the way that Table 3 suggests, the.re will be 

room for those wHh production potential _out of proportion 
. ' 

to their revertue·needs to trim their output. This wouJ.d 

enable Saud.i Arabia in particuJ.ar _to eas.e bapk and make . - --for a less heavily skewed profil,e for Middle East production . 
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rnJOl OIL ~<UO\JCTION IN OPEC HE~BER COUTRIES, 19b0-l979 -
THOUSAND BARRELS .PER OAV 

-----------------~------------------------~-------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 

1960 1961 1962 1%3 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1%9 I 

--------------------- .----·. -----------------------------------· ------------------------------------------ ·----- · __ , . . I 
ALGERIA 181.1 330.9 1'36.9 504.3 557.8 558.7 718.7 · 8l5.7 904.2 946.4 I 
ECUADOR 7.5 · a.o. 1.0 6.8 7.6. 1.8 1.3 6.2 5.0 4.4 I 
GAUON 15.4 14.9 16.4 11.1 21.0· 24.9 28.6 69.0 91.9 99.B I 
INDONESIA 409.6 424.3 453.4 444.0 456.6 480.6 1,64.6 505.4 F 600. 7 742.3 I 
IRAN 1067.7 1202.2 LJJl.5 1491.3 1710.7 1908.3 2131.8 2603.2 2839.8 3375.8 I 
(RAO 972.1 ,1007,1 1009.2 1161.9 1255.2 1312.6 1392.2 1228.I ISOJ.3 1521.2 I 
KUWAIT 1691.8 1735.0 1957.8 2096.3 2301.0 2360.3 2484.l 2499.~ 2613~5 2773.4 I 
S.P. LIBYAN A.J. .O 18.2 182.3 4"1.8 862.4 1218.8 1501.l 17',0.5 2602.1 3109.1 J 

·j NIGERIA 17.4 46.0 67,5 76.5 120.2 274.2 417.6 319.1 141.3 540.3 I 
I QATAR 174.6 177.2 166.2 191.5 215.3 232.6 291.3 323.6 339.5 355.5 I 
I SAUDI ARAIIA 1313.5 1480.I 1642.9 1786.0 1696.5 2205.3 Z601.8 2005.0 ·3042.9 3216.2 I 
I UNITED ARAB EMIRATES .O ,0 !4.2 48.2 186.8 282.2 360.0 382,1 496.6 627.6 I 
I VENEZUELA 2846.I 2919.9 319'9.8. 3247.9 3392.6 3472.9 3311.I 351,2.1 3604.6 3594.1 I 
I I 
I TOTAL OPEC 6696.9 9363,8 10508.1 11514.2 12983.9 14339.Z 15770.2 l6U49.R 18785.6. 20906.3 I 
! ______________ · - ---- ------- ·~ I -.__ ... , ,- . . -
I , I 
I 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 I :----- -------- . . . ---------------· -----------------. --------- -------------------------- . . -:---! 
I ALGERIA 1029.1 785.4 1062.3 1097.3 1008.6" 982.6 1075.I 1152.J 1161.2 1153.8 I 
I ECUADOR 4.1 J.7 78.l 208.8 177.0 160.9 107.0 183.4 201.8 214.Z I 
I GABON 10B.B 114.6 125.2 150.2 201.5 223.0 222.B. 222.0 208.7 201.4 I 
I I~OONE.SIA 853.6 892.1 1080.8 1338.5 1374.5 1306.5 1503.6 1686.1 1635.2 1590.8 I 
I IRAN · 3829.0 4539.5 5023.1 5860.9 6021.6 5350.1 5882.9 5662.8 5241.7 3167.9 I 
1 IRAQ 1548.6 1694 • .l 1465.5 2010.1 197.0.6 2n1 .• 1 z,,15.,;. 2i40.2 2562.o 3476.9 1 
I ~JWAIT 2989.6 .. -- 3196.7. ··1283.0 ····· 3020.4 2546.I 208 1,.2 2145.4 1969.0 2131.4 2500.3 I 
I s:p; LIBYAN A.J. 33l8.0 . 27b.0.8 2239.4 2174.9 1521.3 1479.8 1932.6 2063.4 1982.5 2091.7 I 
I NIGERIA 1003.1 1531.2 · 1815.7 2054.3 22~5-0 1783.2 2066.8 2085.1 1897.0 ·2302.0 I 

'I QATAR 362.4 430.7 482.4 570.3 518.4 431.6 491.1 4,,,,.6 486.7 508.1 I 
I SAUDI ARABIA 3799.1 4768.9 6016.3 ·7596.2 8479.7 7075.4 B577.2 9224.·5 8301.0 9532.0 I 
J U~ITED ARAB .EMIRAIE5 H9.6 1059.5 1202.7 1532.6 1678.6 l66h8 1936.4 199.0.T 18J0.5 1830.7. I 
I VENHUELA 3708.D 3549.I 3219.9 3366.0 q976.3 2346.2 2294.4 2231.9 2165.5 2356.4 I 
I I 
I TOTAL OPEC 23413.0 25326.3 27094.4 30988.5 ~0729.2 27155.0 30137.7 Jl27U.0 29805.2 3Q926.2 I 

1_ _____ . --------------· . ------- .- ------------ ·~---------I-------"---------------------------------------------- I 
'. 

SOURCE:DJRECT COHHUNICAT IONS TO !HE SECREIARlhl 
DEGOLYER ANJ HACNAUvH.TON, TWENTIETH CENTiJRV PETROLEUM STATISTICS 
PETROLEUH 1NfELLlG(NCE WEEKJ..Y. :> 
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